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Abstrat: This paper presents a method for deteting independent temporally-persistentmotion patterns in image sequenes. The result is a desription of the dynami ontent ofvideo sequenes in terms of moving objets, their number, image postion and approximatemotion. It provides for eah deteted motion pattern a loal trajetory as well as a on�denelevel in the detetion. The method is based on loal motion measurements extrated fromshort video segments. These measurements are mapped in an adequate grouping spae whereindependent trajetories orrespond to distint lusters. The automati luster detetion ishandled in an a ontrario framework, whih is general and involves no parameter tuning.The method was suessfully applied to real video sequenes featuring rigid and non-rigidmoving objets, stati and mobile ameras, and distrating motions. The output of thismethod ould initialize traking algorithms. Appliations of interest are robot navigation,ar-driver assistane, video surveillane and ativity reognition.Key-words: oherent motion detetion, loal trajetories, a ontrario grouping, visualmotion analysis



Détetion de mouvements ohérents par groupementspatio-temporel a ontrarioRésumé : Ce doument présente une méthode pour déteter des motifs de mouvementsindépendants persistants au ours du temps. Cette méthode permet d'obtenir une desriptiondu ontenu dynamique d'une séquene vidéo en termes d'objets mobiles : leur nombre, leurspositions dans l'image et leurs déplaements. Chaque motif de mouvement déteté estaratérisé par une trajetoire loale et un niveau de on�ane. La méthode s'appuie surl'aumulation de mesures loales de déplaement sur des segments vidéo ourts. Dans unespae de groupement soigneusement hoisi les trajetoires indépendantes orrespondent àdes groupes distints de mesures. Un algorithme de détetion a ontrario permet d'extrairees groupes automatiquement. La méthode a été testée ave suès sur des séquenes vidéoréelles aux ontenus variés : objets mobiles rigides et non-rigides, améra statique ou mobile,présene de mouvements parasites. Les éléments de trajetoires extraits par ette méthodepeuvent servir à initialiser de manière robuste des algorithmes de suivi. Les appliationspossibles sont la navigation en robotique, l'assistane à la onduite, la vidéo-surveillaneainsi que la reonnaissane de ontenus.Mots-lés : détetion de mouvements ohérents, trajetoires loales, groupement aontratrio, analyse du mouvement visuel



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 31 Introdution1.1 Problem settingA general problem in motion analysis is the early reliable detetion of piees of trajetories ofmoving objets in natural image sequenes. Aurately and e�iently solving this problemis of ruial interest for appliations suh as robot navigation and ar-driver assistane (in-volving mobile obstale detetion and avoidane), or video-surveillane and human ativityreognition. Aording to Ullman [1℄, the most fundamental questions when analysing thedynami ontent of a video sequene are (in inreasing order of omplexity):1. Are there moving objets in the observed sene?2. How many?3. Where are they?4. What is their motion?The method proposed in this paper aims at answering these four questions within a uni�edframework. The overall objetive is to detet temporally-persistent independent motionpatterns. In other words, the goal is to detet one short-term trajetory for eah movingobjet of the sene. Based on harateristi image features, loal motion measurementsare extrated from the image sequene and mapped into a well-spei�ed motion spae. Inthis grouping spae, independent objets moving along trajetories form lusters. Theselusters are deteted automatially by means of an innovative a ontrario luster detetionframework. The involved luster detetion algorithm is fully automati and provides aon�dene level for eah deteted objet trajetory.It seems to us that there is a gap to be �lled between two types of issues. On onehand, there are motion detetion methods. Most methods are atually loser to hangedetetion, sine they make deision on very loal time intervals, with no real searh of anyspatio-temporal oherene [2, 3℄. As a onsequene, signi�ant moving objets annot bedistinguished from �parasitial� motion. The temporal ontent alone is usually very noisy;hene, loal spatial (and possibly temporal) regularity is usually introdued, whih is thesimplest mean to enfore temporal oherene [4℄. On the other hand, if the position of agiven moving objet is known, e�ient methods allow one to trak them. Many algorithmsare variations or extensions of the elebrated Kalman �lter. Reent progress based on thenon-linear partile �ltering approah led to very impressive results able to handle olusions,shape deformation, et [5, 6, 7℄. The weak point of these methods is their initialization whihis usually supervised.The method proposed in this paper may be onsidered as addressing simultaneouslyoherent motion detetion and trak initialization. The purpose is to deide upon the exis-tene of small piees of trajetories on short durations (typially 10 or 20 frames). Detetionthresholds for extrating these piees of trajetories are omputed automatially. It is learthat suh thresholds exist also from a pereptual point of view. As an example, a slowlyRR n° 6061



4 Veit, Cao & Bouthemymoving objet has to be observed for a long time to be deteted. Hene, there should bea relation between the size of an objet, its veloity, the duration of observation and itsdetetability. When dealing with digital image sequenes, detetability is also in�uened byimage quality. The method desribed in this paper uses a detetion priniple, intuited byHelmholtz and formulated by Desolneux, Moisan and Morel [8℄ (also following works by At-tneave [9℄ and Lowe [10℄). It states that a partiular on�guration is pereptually relevant ifit annot our by hane, i.e., it ontradits a general random struture of the observations.1.2 Overall strategyThe purpose of this work is to extrat geometrial evidene for moving objets from a setof suessive digital images (about 10-20). More preisely, is it possible to prove that imageparts along a sequene display loally a oherent motion, and de�ne a piee of trajetory?With whih degree of on�dene?The strategy is the following. First, loal motion measurements are extrated fromsuessive pairs of images. These measurements are based on harateristi image featuressuh as similarity invariant piees of level lines [11℄, SIFT desriptors [12℄ or KLT features [13,14℄. These features have to be loal enough, beause of partial olusions, shadows, et. Ifthe duration of observation is short enough, the motion of objets is approximately retilinearwith a onstant veloity. This veloity, as well as the position of the shape element at time
t = 0 is, in this simple ase, ompletely determined by the displaement between two images.This results in a point in R

4: two real oordinates for the veloity and two for the initialposition. Now, if these pairs orrespond to the same moving objet in di�erent frames, thenthe orresponding points form lusters in R
4. As a onsequene, the detetion of piees oftrajetories results in a luster detetion problem.Let us onsider M data points, X1, ..., XM in R

4, eah orresponding to a ouple (initialposition,veloity), possibly deteted at di�erent instants. Following the same argumentas in [15℄, an a ontrario method is adopted: assume all the pairs are asual, and do notorrespond to a oherent trajetory. Then, it is sound to assume that the Xi are independentand identially distributed aording to a probability distribution to be spei�ed. It is veryunlikely that an important proportion of the Xi's an be observed in a single small regionof R
4. Whenever this is atually observed, then the hypothesis that the Xi are randomis ertainly false, and some of them should be grouped. Natural questions arise, that areanswered in this paper: how many groups are there (if any)? Whih groups are relevant? Isit possible to quantify the meaningfulness of a group of points? How to selet among nestedgroups?The outline of the paper is the following. Setion 2 presents some related work. Setion 3desribes how to extrat loal motion measurements based on image features and how tomap them in an adequate motion grouping spae. Setion 4 introdues the a ontrariogrouping method and details its appliation to the detetion of oherent motions. Setion 5experimentally validates the theory. Conlusion and perspetives are given in Setion 6.
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Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 52 Related workDi�erent approahes to exhibit temporal motion oherene in image sequenes have beendeveloped. A �rst group of methods, attempts to diretly analyze the harateristis ofmotion over time or to extrat some strutures from the spae-time volume de�ned by animage sequene. A seond lass of methods addresses the detetion of oherent motions asa grouping problem. Most of these methods lak an e�ient lustering framework. Finally,our method shares some ingredients with Struture From Motion methods, namely, the useof image features and lustering algorithms.In [16℄, Wixson proposes to aumulate diretionally onsistent optial �ow. An estimateof the total image distane moved by eah pixel during the sequene enables to disriminatebetween objets moving with a onsistent diretion and parasitial motion. Gryn et al. [17℄have spei�ed even more preise motion templates, driven by the appliation, in other wordstrading generality for better omputational e�ieny. Di�erent methods attempt to analyzethe spae-time volume of image sequenes. For instane, Riquebourg and Bouthemy [18℄ aswell as Sarkar et al. [19℄ look for motion strutures (typially alignments) in spatio-temporalslies. The same type of idea is used by Kornprobst and Medioni [20℄ where trajetoriesare the result of a vote. Another approah to oherent motion detetion developed byLaptev et al. [21℄ is to exploit spae-time interest points. Fousing on the lass of peri-odi motions enables for example to extrat pedestrians in luttered environments. One ofthe most di�ult issues in that ontext is the automati omputation of robust detetionthresholds.If loal motion measurements are suitably parametrized, the detetion of independentoherent motions an be viewed as a lustering problem. Yuille and Grzywaz[22℄ proposeda lustering approah after suitably representing visual patterns, and attempted to lassifythe typial on�gurations of visual motion. A omplex observation would be a ombinationof these elementary motion templates, that should be deteted by a grouping proedure.However, their work remains formal with no omputational theory. Burgi et al.[23℄ pro-pose a Bayesian framework along with a generative model of trajetory. More reently,Gao et al.[24℄ worked on motion detetion via lustering. Motion information is extratedusing edge elements whih are grouped aording to spatial proximity and motion persis-tene over time. The lustering strategy relies on several user-set parameters. This ertainlyharms the generality of the method.The similarity of the ingredients involved in our method with those involved in StrutureFrom Motion (SFM) methods might be misleading. The fous of SFM methods is moreon haraterizing the 3D geometry of the sene than on deteting oherent motion patterns[25, 26℄. The presene of one or several moving objets is assumed and therefore the detetionissue is not addressed. Furthermore, the features deteted in the image sequenes needto be traked through all the sequene [27, 28℄. This requirement is obviously di�ultto meet in the presene of olusions or noisy image sequenes. Fatorization methodsusually rely on spetral lustering for the lustering step. This lustering method, based onalgebrai matrix manipulations, is known to be very sensitive to noise. Other methods relyon iterative optimization methods to build lusters, for example Expetation-MaximisationRR n° 6061



6 Veit, Cao & Bouthemyor K-means [29℄. These methods require the number of lusters to be spei�ed. Moreover,the results are sensitive to initialization. An alternative is to resort to model seletionto determine the number of moving objets. In [30℄, a rank onstraint is developed toestimate the number of moving objets. Torr and Murray [31℄ propose a stohasti lusteringmethod to group loal motion measurements from several moving objets based on 3Dgeometry. They address the di�erent issues of lustering, namely luster validity assessmentand merging of lusters. Their method relies on the ombination of several heterogeneousriteria involving several parameters. Their method is based on two frames and the lusteringis therefore rather based on shape than on motion oherene over time.3 Image features and loal displaements measurementsThe features to be extrated from images must be loal (beause of possible partial olu-sions), stable, and invariant enough to the deformations an objet may enounter througha sequene (approximate rigid motion, ontrast hange...). Di�erent type of features meetthese requirements:� Similarity Invariant Piees of Level Lines (SIPLL) [11℄,� SIFT desriptors [12℄,� KLT features [13℄.The reader is referred to these artiles for the exat de�nition and the omputation of thesefeatures. Eah type of features has its advantages and drawbaks. The three types offeatures tested di�er in terms of invariane to geometrial transformations, disriminativepower and omputational load. The �rst type of features is a loal piee of ontrasted levellines (isophotes), as detailed in [32℄. The main advantage is that its assoiated representationis invariant with respet to ontrast hange and similarity transformations. When the imageresolution is �ne enough, this �rst type of features is aurate sine level lines loally oinidewith edges. On the other hand, the omputational load is a bit heavy. Besides, satisfyingthe largest invariane group is useful when attempting to math images if there is no apriori knowledge that they have some ontent in ommon. When mathing two onseutiveimages in a video, requiring suh a degree of invariane may be unneessary. The seondtype of features are SIFT desriptors [12℄. They are slightly less invariant than SIPLL,and less intuitive from a geometri point of view but faster to ompute. They have provedvery e�ient for mathing multiple views of a single sene. Still in dereasing order ofomplexity and invariane are KLT features [13, 33℄ obtained by orrelation of pathesaround interest points (Harris points [34℄ in the original version). In ontrast with SIPLLand SIFT desriptors, the KLT extration framework inludes the omputation of a loaldisplaement vetor. Let us point out that our detetion method is independent of the typeof features and ould therefore easily adapt to other type of features.Given a pair of suessive images of the sequene at time instants t and t + 1, anyof these features enables to ompute loal motion measurements. In the ase of SIPLL orINRIA



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 7SIFT desriptors, a displaement measurement is obtained by mathing a feature in the �rstframe with its best orresponding feature in the next frame. Of ourse, when looking fora math, the whole image does not need to be explored. Sine objet displaements in theimage are limited (typially less than 10 pixels between two onseutive frames), fousingon a neighborhood of the feature position in the �rst image is su�ient. For example, it isreasonable to restrit the mathing proess to features in the seond frame within a distaneof 20 pixels from the position of the feature in the �rst frame. Now, the di�erene betweenthe position xt at time instant t and xt+1 at time instant t + 1 provides the displaement
v. For KLT features, the displaement v is diretly omputed by an optimization proessinvolving both image frames [13℄. Let us de�ne the vetor (xref, v) ∈ R

4 by xref = xt − t v.By �rst order approximation, the veloity v is onstant and xref would be the theoretialinitial position of the feature at time instant t = 0. This hypothesis is sound if the durationof observation is short enough. Moreover, let us point out that the aim is not to measureaurately the harateristis of motion, but only to robustly detet piees of trajetories.Hene, this hypothesis does not need to be satis�ed very aurately.Now, a part of the same moving objet at di�erent time instants, or di�erent parts ofthe same moving objet should lead to approximately the same values of initial positionand veloity. Therefore, loal motion measurements are aumulated over several suessivepairs of frames. The total number of frames should be large enough so that lusters on-tain a su�ient number of data points in order to be deteted. The total observation timeshould remain low so that the �rst order approximation on the trajetory remains valid.Typially, the number of frames involved ranges from 3 to 30. Let us emphasize that agiven feature does not need to be traked through all the frames. This makes the proposedmethod robust to noise, appearane hanges, as well as partial and global olusions. Fig. 1shematially desribes how loal displaement measurements orresponding to objets fol-lowing trajetories lead to lusters in the four-dimensional grouping spae (xref, v). Loalmotion measurements in the images orresponding to the same trajetory aumulate andform lusters in the grouping spae (xref, v). Fig. 2 displays the two-dimensional projetionsof the ouples (xref, v) ∈ R
4 extrated from 10 suessive frames of a highway surveillanesequene. The middle plot orresponds to xref, i.e., the vertial oordinates vs. the horizon-tal oordinates of the theoretial initial position. The right plot orresponds to the polaroordinates of v, orientation vs. magnitude. Three lusters in R

4 an be distinguishedorresponding to the three moving objets that appear in the sene displayed in the leftimage. Automatially deteting lusters in this four-dimensional grouping spae results indeteting the independent motion patterns that are temporally oherent, in other words thethree moving objets. Loal motion measurements orresponding to the bakground of thesene are sattered in position and veloity diretion but highly onentrated at veloitymagnitude 0. They do not form a distint luster in R
4.In order to deal with mobile ameras, dominant motion estimation and motion ompen-sation are applied. A general and robust dominant motion estimation algorithm is applied[35℄. The dominant motion is identi�ed with amera motion. This identi�ation is possibleunder some hypotheses suh as the image size of the moving objets and the absene of

RR n° 6061



8 Veit, Cao & Bouthemysigni�ant depth disontinuities in the bakground. These hypotheses are usually veri�ed intypial surveillane videos. One the amera motion is ompensated, loal motion measure-ments orresponding to the bakground display almost null veloity exatly as in the statiamera ase.Sine the omputational load of the grouping proedure diretly depends on the numberof loal motion measurements, disarding loal motion measurements that obviously belongto the bakground dramatially saves omputation time. Two simple strategies to disardbakground measurements an be adopted. If for eah image of the sequene a detetionmap is available that indiates whih regions of the image belong to the bakground andwhih regions are moving, only features orresponding to moving regions an be proessed.For example, suh a detetion map an be obtained by applying an automati moving regiondetetion as proposed in [36℄. This strategy is preferred when working with SIPLL or SIFTdesriptors. The other strategy onsists in disarding all features with an estimated inter-frame veloity magnitude smaller than a given threshold, typially 1 pixel. This thresholdorresponds to the image sampling rate and is not very demanding. This seond strategyis preferred when working with KLT features. Features remaining after disarding thosebelonging to the bakground are termed moving features. When applied to moving features,the task of the lustering proedure is to detet groups of features orresponding to eahobjet moving independently and onsistently over time. A similar bakground subtrationstrategy is adopted in [28℄.4 Coherent motion detetion by a ontrario lusteringThis setion presents an e�ient lustering algorithm that enables to answer the questionsof Setion 1.1 in a uni�ed framework. Let us onsider a set of points {X1, ..., XM} in R
4.Does this set ontain any group? How many, and how meaningful are they? This problem isone of the numerous forms of luster analysis. While many lassial e�ient tehniques [37℄propose sound luster andidates, the above questions do not have a de�nitive answer. Inpartiular, it is di�ult to make a robust deision about the existene of a group (known asthe problem of validity), or whether it should be ut into subgroups or not. This is preiselythe problems this setion deals with. Some ideas presented here have been somehow inspiredby Bok [38℄ or more reently by Gordon [39℄. A parallel work [15℄ develops a theory ofgrouping, but for a ompletely di�erent appliation, namely planar shape reognition. Forthe sake of ompleteness, the main results of this theory are developed here in the ontextof motion analysis.4.1 Number of false alarms of a group and luster validityThe fat that some of the Xi's may be a group reveals a lak of independene of these points.Sine the ause of the dependene is unknown, modeling the probability of suh an event isdi�ult. Hene, the idea of the a ontrario deision is that groups an be deteted as largedeviations from an independene model. Let us introdue the following bakground model.

INRIA



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 9De�nition 1 A bakground model is de�ned as a stohasti proess (X1, . . . , XM ) whihomponents are independent and identially distributed (i.i.d.) with distribution π.In other words, the bakground model hypothesizes a random organization of the observa-tions. This setting is generi. The ase spei� probability distribution π will be spei�edlater.Let R ∈ R
4 be a region independent of the Xi's. Under the hypotheses of the bakgroundmodel, the probability that at least k out of the M data points {X1, ..., XM} belong to R isgiven by the tail of a binomial law with parameters k, M , and π(R)

B(M, k, π(R)) =

M
∑

j=k

(

M

j

)

π(R)j(1 − π(R))M−j . (1)Let us assume that suh a region R ontaining k data points is observed. If the aboveprobability happens to be very low, the observed data points ertainly ontradit the i.i.d.hypothesis. Of ourse, R must be given before observing the data points. From now on, ana priori �nite set of regions R with ardinality |R| is onsidered, typially hyper-retangles,entered on the origin.Let us introdue the following measure of meaningfulness.De�nition 2 Let G be a subset of {X1, ..., XM} of ardinality k, 2 6 k 6 M . The numberof False Alarms (NFA) of a group G is de�ned as
NFA(G) = M2 · |R| min

x∈G,R∈R
G⊂x+R

B(M − 1, k − 1, π(x + R)). (2)A group G is said to be ε-meaningful if NFA(G) 6 ε.Before giving a mathematial result explaining why this number is introdued, let usexplain how it is omputed. Let us examine the term whih appears in the minimumfuntion: x + R is one of the possible regions of R, after entering at x, whih is a point of
G. Hene, B(M − 1, k − 1, π(x + R)) is the probability that at least k points (inluding x)are inside x + R under the hypotheses of the bakground model. Then, x and R are hosento minimize this probability. Let us remark that there are at most M |R| possible hoies ofthe ouple (x, R). The seond fator M is explained in the following.Let us also give a qualitative explanation of this de�nition. Up to a multipliativeonstant, the NFA measures the probability aording to the bakground model that all thepoints of G belong to a region entered at a point whih is also in G. The lower the NFA,the stronger the ontradition to the bakground model and the more meaningful the group.The quantitative meaning is given by Proposition 1 in the following result setion.4.2 A set of andidate groupsThere are 2M subsets of {X1, ..., XM}. It is not possible to ompute the NFA of every possiblegroup. Most of them are anyway ertainly irrelevant. In order to drastially redue theRR n° 6061



10 Veit, Cao & Bouthemynumber of andidate groups, a single linkage hierarhial lustering proedure is applied [37℄.The result is a binary inlusion tree. Eah node of the tree is a andidate group. Theroot of the tree ontains all the M data points. Other lustering algorithms proposing areasonable set of andidate groups ould be onsidered. Single linkage hierarhial lusteringwas adopted beause it is well suited for proessing elongated lusters. The hierarhialstruture of the binary tree of andidate groups is useful when dealing with luster mergingissues as explained in the next setion.Remark The hierarhial lustering step does not solve the two problems at hand: numberof lusters and meaningfulness or validity of eah luster. It only proposes a hierarhy ofpartitions of the data set. From this proedure, M − 1 andidate groups ontaining morethan 2 points are proposed. It is then possible to prove the following result.Proposition 1 If X1, ..., XM are i.i.d. points from the distribution π, then the expetationof the number of ε-meaningful groups among any set of M andidate groups is less than ε.In partiular, the result holds for the set of andidate groups provided by the hierarhiallustering proedure, sine there are less than M andidates. We refer the reader to [15℄for a omplete proof but let us give a short sketh. A group G is ε-meaningful, if there is aouple (x, R) suh that G ⊂ x + R and B(M − 1, k − 1, π(x + R)) 6
ε

M2|R| . Beause thenumber of points in a given region follows a binomial law, easy (but areful) alulationsshow that the probability of the above event is less than ε
M2|R| . Now, for eah andidategroup, at most M |R| possible on�gurations (orresponding to the hoies of x and R) aretested. Sine at most M groups are tested, the result follows by additivity of the expetation.The interpretation of this result is more important than its proof. Set ε to a smallvalue, less than 1. If an ε-meaningful group is observed, then hane alone is ertainly not agood explanation for it, sine less than ε < 1 suh meaningful groups would be observed onaverage if the data is distributed aording to the bakground model. The lower the NFA,the less likely it is that suh a group has been generated by the bakground model. Hene,the NFA provides a validity measure. In other words, the NFA is a on�dene level diretlyrelated to the average number of ourrenes of the observed event under the hypotheses ofthe bakground model: the lower the NFA, the more relevant the observed event, the strongerthe on�dene in the detetion. In general, the NFA of a meaningful group is muh lowerthan 1 (see Set. 5).The next important question is to selet the right representation of a given set of datapoints: should it be onsidered as one large group or two smaller groups?4.3 Merging riterionHow to distinguish two lose objets from a single large one inluding them both? Theanswer is often semanti, whih is out of the sope of this paper. We an think for instaneof a ar taking over another one, with about the same veloity, or two people walkingINRIA



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 11together. However, if the veloities are di�erent enough, or if the objets are far enoughfrom eah other, it should be possible to suitably separate observations into distint groups.In other terms, a merging riterion is needed. Thus, let us onsider two disjoint groups G1and G2, and a group G suh that G1 ∪G2 ⊂ G. Following the Helmholtz priniple, a singlegroup is preferred if it is more unlikely to our aording to the bakground model than twojointly observed groups. Hene, an NFA must be de�ned for pairs of groups. Let us denoteby
(

M

i, j

)

=
M !

i!j!(M − i − j)!
,the trinomial oe�ient. Assume that R1 and R2 are two disjoint regions with respetiveprobability π1 and π2. The probability that at least k1 points belong to R1 and k2 pointsbelong to R2 is

M(M, k1, k2, π1, π2) =
∑

i>k1

j>k2

(

M

i, j

)

πi
1π

j
2(1 − π1 − π2)

M−i−j . (3)De�nition 3 The number of false alarms of the disjoint pair (G1, G2) is de�ned as
NFAg(G1, G2) = M4|R|2·

min
x1,x2,R1,R2

M(M − 2, k1 − 1, k2 − 1, π1, π2)
(4)(f. Appendix for tehnial details and exat de�nition of k1, k2, π1 and π2). Using thesame kind of arguments as for Prop. 1, one an prove that, on average, there are less than

ε pairs with NFAg less than ε. More interestingly, the normalization of probabilities intoNFAs allows omparisons between events of di�erent nature, suh as groups and pairs ofgroups, beause the numbers of false alarms have omparable magnitudes.De�nition 4 Let G be a subset of the M data points. A group G is said indivisible, if andonly if, for all pairs G1 and G2 suh that G1 ∩ G2 = ∅ and G1 ∪ G2 ⊂ G,
NFA(G) < NFAg(G1, G2).The hierarhy provided by the tree of andidate groups allows us to simplify the problemof deiding to merge two small groups into a larger one. Indeed, sine the tree of lustersis binary, this question an be answered for two sibling nodes. The merging method is thenapplied reursively.4.4 Pratial algorithmSo far, a group validity riterion and a merging riterion have been de�ned. A group is validif its NFA is less than ε = 1. It should not be split into two smaller groups if it is indivisible.The last point is that a group an be slightly enlarged by adding a few points. Again,RR n° 6061



12 Veit, Cao & Bouthemydoes this result in a better representation of the data ? This question is easily answeredby omparing the NFAs of the groups through the binary inlusion tree provided by thehierarhial lustering step.De�nition 5 A group G is said to be maximal ε-meaningful if1. G is ε-meaningful2. G is indivisible.3. G is more meaningful than all its indivisible hild nodes.4. for all indivisible parent nodes G′, either NFA(G) < NFA(G′) or there exists anotherindivisible hild node G′′ of G′ suh that NFA(G′′) < NFA(G′).The last ondition only re�ets that the tree is an asymmetri graph and ensures that agroup an eliminate smaller groups (hild nodes) in the tree only if it is more meaningfulthan all of them.All these de�nitions may seem a bit formal. Atually, the implementation basially re-dues to ounting points in hyper-retangles. Let us sum up the meaningful group detetionalgorithm.1. Clustering step. Given M data points, ompute the binary tree of andidate groupsby a hierarhial single linkage lustering algorithm. Eah node orresponds to aandidate group.2. Validity step. For eah andidate group G,(a) ompute the region x + R, x ∈ G, R ∈ R ontaining all the points of G and suhthat π(x + R) is minimal.(b) ompute NFA(G) and tag G as valid if NFA(G) 6 ε.3. Merging step. For eah sibling pair G1 and G2.(a) Compute the intersetion of x1 + R1 and x2 + R2, obtained in the omputationof NFA(G1) and NFA(G2).(b) Remove the points of G1 and G2 in this intersetion.() Compute NFAg(G1, G2).4. Final step. Explore the tree and detet maximal meaningful groups aording toDef. 5.The last details to be spei�ed are the hoie of the a priori distribution π and the setof regions R. Although the grouping method desribed so far is generi, the hoie of π ismore problem-spei�. In the ase at hand, position and veloity of objets are onsideredindependent. Of ourse this is not true for real objets (for instane, vehiles hopefullyINRIA



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 13follow traks!). However, the a ontrario hypotheses desribe the absene of orrelationof all the observations. Hene, it is sound to assume that the veloity and the positionare independent. Moreover, unless it has been spei�ed by the appliation, the position ofa moving objet is arbitrary. Hene, the position distribution is assumed to be uniform.No diretion plays a partiular role either. Hene, the veloity diretion distribution ishosen uniform in (0◦, 360◦). The only problem is the norm of the veloity. Without priorknowledge, speifying a distribution for the veloity magnitude is not obvious. A simplesolution is to learn it on the data itself: the distribution of the veloity magnitudes is givenby the empirial histogram of the observed veloity magnitudes. This provides the rightorder of magnitude and a fair enough distribution pro�le. Now, the joint distribution π ofthe data points is simply the produt of these four marginal distributions.Sine the four dimensions of the grouping spae (xref, v) are assumed unorrelated, it doesmake sense to onsider regions whih main diretions are parallel to the axes of oordinates.Moreover, the lusters that have to be found do not have any partiular shapes. This resultsin a set R of hyper-retangles with quantized size in eah dimension. The set of regions
R is de�ned as a set of hyper-retangles, whih sizes in eah dimension are the terms of ageometri progression of the type a0r

k, for some �xed a0 and r > 1. If k is onstrainedto 0 6 k 6 K and the data belongs to R
N , then |R| = KN . In pratie, K = 20. Itspreise value does not have a large in�uene on detetion results and K is not a sensitiveparameter. The value of a0 depends on the auray of the onsidered dimension (position,veloity magnitude, veloity orientation). Therefore, a0 = 1 pixel for initial position, a0 = 1pixel/frame for veloity magnitude and 0.5 degrees for veloity orientation. Again, thespei� values of a0 do not have a strong in�uene on the detetion results as long as theproposed set of regions R reasonably desribes the grouping spae (xref, v).5 Experimental resultsThis setion presents results for the proposed oherent motion detetion method applied tovarious image sequenes. The �rst experiment aims at heking the validity of the bak-ground model and the robustness to false alarms. The seond set of experiments illustratesthe grouping of loal motion measurements obtained by mathing the more desriptive fea-tures : Similarity Invariant Piees of Level Lines (SIPLL) and SIFT desriptors. The lusterdetetion algorithm is applied one to all the loal displaement measurements and one tomoving features only (f. Setion 3), without signi�ative di�erenes in the results. Thethird set of experiments relies on loal displaement measurements omputed with the KLTtehnique. The last experiment shows how the method enables to group displaement mea-surements orresponding to moving objets undergoing olusion.5.1 Cheking the bakground modelIn order to hek the relevane of the spei�ed a ontrario model, the �rst experimentinvolves an image sequene in whih loal motion measurements display no oherene. This
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14 Veit, Cao & Bouthemyindependene of the loal motion measurements agrees with the spei�ed bakground model.As a onsequene, no oherent motion should be deteted. This �rst experiment also intendsto test the robustness to false alarms of the method. Therefore, the �rst video sequene (seeFig. 3) orresponds to a moving water texture. The image sequene onsists of 100 framesproessed as 10 segments of 10 frames.SIFT desriptors are mathed in suessive frames as explained in Setion 3 to obtainloal displaement measurements. Loal motion measurements are aumulated over 10frames. The orresponding data points in the motion grouping spae are displayed in thelower row of Fig. 3. The automati luster detetion proedure does not detet any group: no false alarm is raised. This agrees with the theory: with ǫ set to 1, less than one falsealarm is observed on average if the measurements are distributed aording to the bakgroundmodel.5.2 Experiments with similarity invariant piees of level lines andSIFT desriptorsAfter heking the robustness to false alarms in the absene of moving objets, let us disussthe results of the independent motion pattern detetion method on several image sequenesontaining up to seven moving objets. As explained in Setion 3, the proposed groupdetetion method an be applied to either all loal motion measurements or only to a subset,termed moving features, after disarding measurements obviously belonging to the statibakground. Results are qualitatively equivalent while the omputational burden of theluster detetion task is lightened.5.2.1 Highway sequeneThe independent motion pattern detetion method was applied to the highway sequenedisplayed in Fig. 2 using two types of features presented in Setion 3, namely SIFT desrip-tors and SIPLL. Results of the lustering proedure with these di�erent inputs are shown inFig. 4 and Fig. 5. The three moving objets that appear in the sequene are deteted usingeither type of features. SIPLL perform better in desribing small shapes. When restritingthe lustering proedure to the moving SIPLL, even the small ar in the bakground of theleft lane is deteted. This is not possible when lustering all SIPLL, inluding the statibakground, sine the speed of this ar is too low. It is therefore merged with the statibakground. The quantity − log10(NFA) measures the on�dene in eah deteted luster.It inreases with the quantity (number of points) and quality (density) of the evidene foreah oherent motion. The elongated shape in the veloity magnitude dimension of theluster orresponding to the ar that is the losest to the amera re�ets the variation ofthe veloity of the projetions of the objet points on the image plane. Taking into aountthe sene geometry would enable to obtain more onentrated lusters.
INRIA



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 155.2.2 Parking lot sequeneThe seond experiment shows rigid and non-rigid moving objets, respetively a ar anda pedestrian. Loal motion measurements are extrated using SIFT desriptors. Again, astrutured desription of the dynami ontent of the sene is orretly reovered. Here, theon�dene levels re�et the nature of the moving objets. The luster orresponding to thear whih is a large rigid objet has a on�dene level − log10(NFA) lose to 100. This highon�dene value is due to the large number of points in the luster and a high auray ofthe veloity diretion. The luster orresponding to the smaller non-rigid moving pedestrianontains less points. Moreover, their orresponding diretions are less steady. Therefore,the on�dene level is only about 10. Let us point out that the trees in the bakground ofthe sene are moving beause of a strong wind. This motion is orretly not deteted asoherent when applying the lustering to all the features of the sene.5.2.3 Street sequeneThe third proessed sequene is again a typial video surveillane sequene (Fig. 7). Severalmoving objets are present in the sene. From foreground to bakground: a ylist is movingdown the left lane, a group of pedestrians is rossing the road from right to left on thelower rosswalk, a ar enters the sene from the left, a pedestrian is moving up on theright rosswalk, another pedestrian is rossing the street to the left on the upper rosswalk.Finally at a distane, a pedestrian is moving up on the left sidewalk and a ar is movingdown in the left lane. This seven moving objets are orretly piked out when applyingthe lustering proedure to the moving SIFT features extrated from 20 suessive frames.The assoiated on�dene levels − log(NFA) range from 2 to 50 depending on the sizeof the moving objets and the harateristis of their motion (magnitude of displaement,steadiness of diretion). Small moving objets (single pedestrians) or objets that appearonly in the �rst frames (the ylist exits the sene at frame 10) have a low on�dene levelbetween 2 and 5. The group of pedestrians on the lower rosswalk has a on�dene level of11 and the ar has a on�dene level of 50. SIFT desriptors are preferred beause of the lowquality of the image sequene. Strong MPEG ompression auses the ontours of shapes tobe unstable. This perturbs the mathing of SIPLL. For eah luster, the mean veloity anbe omputed. This quantity is a good estimation of the motion of the objets as illustratedby the �rst row of Fig. 7. When applying the mean veloity omputed for eah luster tothe region de�ned in the referene frame (here the �rst frame), this region preisely followsthe position of the moving objets in the suessive frames.Computation time greatly depends on the number of features involved whih usuallyinreases with the size of the image. As an example, for the sequene orresponding toFig. 4 (10 frames of size 352 × 288), it takes about 3 seonds to extrat the moving SIFTdesriptors and to luster the 51 pairs of features. Extrating all the SIFT desriptors andlustering takes about 20 seonds.
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16 Veit, Cao & BouthemyDisarding features orresponding to the stati bakground of the sene dereases theomputational ost of the lustering proedure through the redution of the number ofonsidered observations. It has almost no in�uene on the performane of the method butgreatly simpli�es the grouping task.The next subsetion presents results obtained with the KLT features and a diret om-putation of displaements instead of resorting to orrespondenes between features.5.3 Experiments with moving KLT featuresIn this setion, experiments arried out using KLT features are reported. These featuresare less desriptive than SIFT desriptors and SIPLL. However, the simpliity and the lowomputational ost of KLT features are very attrative. In order to expliit this simpliity,a di�erent way of disarding bakground features is preferred : features with a displaementlower than 1 pixel are eliminated after dominant motion ompensation. This threshold ishosen in order to agree with the spatial image sampling rate and is not very demanding.Let us stress again that the aim of this step is to remove displaements belonging to thestati bakground in order to lighten the burden of the lustering algorithm. Among allthe measurements with su�ient displaement magnitude (larger than 1 pixel/frame), theoherent motion detetion algorithm groups those belonging to the same moving objetsand disards spurious motion measurements as outliers. The resulting algorithm is fast andself-ontained.5.3.1 Coastguard sequeneThe experiment on the �Coastguard� sequene (Fig. 8) demonstrates the e�ieny of ouroherent motion detetion method. Two ships are rossing eah other. The amera is trak-ing �rst the smaller ship and then the larger one. The detetion of oherent motion on thissequene is rather hallenging due to the presene of a moving texture (water). Instanta-neous motion detetion tehniques (based on 2 or 3 frames, without any prior knowledge onthe sene ontent) should detet water movements as moving regions.The proposed oherent motion detetion method is applied on temporal segments of �vesuessive frames. The method suessfully groups the loal motion measurements belongingto eah ship while observations orresponding to water are disarded as outliers. On thisshort time interval (�ve frames), su�ient evidene is gathered in favor of oherent motion inorder to detet only motions displaying persistent harateristis over time. The assoiatedNFAs are already extremely low meaning that the on�dene in the detetion is high.5.3.2 Pedestrian sequeneThe next sequene (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10) ontains a pedestrian walking on a sidewalk andillustrates the behavior of the detetion method on artiulated objets. The amera istraking the pedestrian. The tree and the bushes in the foreground are moving due to the
INRIA



Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 17wind. Loal motion measurements are aumulated over 10 frames. The luster detetionis applied only to moving features (f. Setion 3).In the �rst part of the video, the unoluded torso of the pedestrian is deteted as amoving regions. The NFA is very low and thus the on�dene in the detetion is very high(− log10(NFA) = 168). In the seond part of the sequene, the pedestrian is partiallyoluded by the branhes of the tree. Only a few motion measurements are still available.However, the pedestrian is still deteted. Of ourse, the on�dene in the detetion is thenlower (− log10(NFA) = 24) re�eting the fat that there is less evidene in favour of oherentmotion.5.4 Moving objets undergoing olusionsThe last part of this experimental setion is onerned with moving objets undergoingolusion. The proposed oherent motion detetion method sueeds in grouping togetherloal motion measurements before and after olusion. The number of frames involved inthis experiments is larger (15-30 frames) in order to observe the objets before and afterolusion.5.4.1 Car sequeneThis �rst sequene (Fig. 11) shows a ar passing behind a map sign. The amera is shakingwhile traking the ar. The oherent motion detetion proedure is applied to 30 frames.In the �rst frame, only the bak of the ar is visible. In the last, only the front part of thear appears in the image. The ar is never visible in its whole. Based on the proximity inthe veloity spae, all the measurements orresponding to the ar are lustered together.Due to the large number of measurements inside the luster (451 points), aused by thevalidity of the onstant motion hypothesis and the long observation duration (30 frames),the on�dene in this detetion is extremely high, −log10(NFA) = 308.5.4.2 Crossing pedestrian sequeneThe seond sequene, Fig. 12, is slightly more omplex: a pedestrian is rossing anotherone and gets oluded. The amera is hand held and is traking the �rst pedestrian. Loalmotion measurements are aumulated through 15 suessive frames. Both pedestrians aredeteted as undergoing oherent motions. The loal motion measurements belonging to eahof them are lustered into two separate groups. Outliers orrespond to measurements due tonoise or measurements on the arms and legs having a periodi motion that does not displaysu�ient oherene.5.5 Number of frames involved in the detetion proessThe number of frames during whih motion information is aumulated an vary. Part ofthis work was to study how long an image sequene has to be examined in order to detet
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18 Veit, Cao & Bouthemygroups of oherent motion. The onlusion is that several fators in�uene the minimalobservation time : size of objets, image quality, validity of the �rst order approximationon the trajetory (onstant veloity). It turns out that under favorable onditions, therequired number of frames an be as small as 3 or 5. The number of frames involved in theoherent motion detetion proess an be tuned aording to the spei� appliation andthe experimental onditions:� 3-5 frames: �instantaneous� motion detetion enforing motion oherene;� 5-10 frames: short-term oherent motion detetion;� 10-30 frames: long-term oherent motion detetion, espeially in the ase of olusions.Let us point out that in all ases the observation time remains short: less than one seondfor 30 frames/seond video.6 Conlusions and perspetivesThis paper presents a method to detet independent oherent motion patterns in image se-quenes. The automati lustering of loal motion measurements leads to a general oherentmotion detetion algorithm. The result is a strutured desription of the dynami seneontent: number of moving objets, position, magnitude and diretion of their displae-ments, i.e., loal trajetories. The proposed framework enables to ontrol the number offalse alarms and assoiates a on�dene level to eah deteted independent motion pattern.The loal motion measurements are extrated by means of harateristi image features.Possible types of image features are: similarity invariant piees of level lines, SIFT desrip-tors or KLT features. Results on various real image sequenes illustrate the ability of themethod to detet temporally onsistently moving objets (ars, pedestrians) without be-ing distrated by moving textures (water, leaves). Future work will aim at extending theproposed method to 3D motion models. If the sene geometry is known it ould be inor-porated into the model to take into aount variation of the projeted veloity due to depthhanges of moving objets. As for the loal trajetories provided as an output of the method,they ould beome useful for long term trajetory analysis. Further work on the lusteringalgorithm itself onsists in proessing partial trees in order to redue omputation time.The desription of the sene provided by this method ould beome useful for surveillane,ativity reognition, as well as robot navigation.AppendixThe rigorous de�nition of an NFA for a pair of disjoint groups (Def. 3) requires the followingtehnial preautions. Let G1 and G2 be two disjoint sets of points and onsider two regionsof the type x1 +R1 and x2 +R2 entered at x1 ∈ G1 and x2 ∈ G2. Although the groups are
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Spae-time grouping framework for the detetion of oherent motions 19disjoint, these regions may interset. Let
k1 = |G1\(x2 + R2)| and k2 = |G2\(x1 + R1)|be the number of points of G1 (resp. G2) that are not in x2 + R2 (resp. x1 + R1). Let also

π1 = π((x1 + R1)\(x2 + R2))be the probability that one point belongs to x1 +R1 while avoiding x2 +R2. Symmetrially,let π2 = π((x2 + R2)\(x1 + R1)). The NFA of the disjoint pair (G1, G2) is then given byEq. (4).In pratie, the following simpli�ations are applied. First, in order to omputeNFAg(G1, G2)(Def. 4), the regions x1+R1 and x2+R2 that have already been obtained in the omputationof NFA(G1) and NFA(G2) are onsidered. Moreover, not all the possible pairs of disjointsubsets of G are tested but only those appearing in the tree of andidate groups providedby the hierarhial lustering step.Referenes[1℄ S. Ullman, The Interpretation of Visual Motion, 2nd Edition, MIT Press, 1982.[2℄ Y. Hsu, H.H.Nagel, G. Rekers, New likelihood test methods for hange detetion inimage sequenes, Computer Vision, Graphis and Image Proessing 26 (1984) 73�106.[3℄ P. Rosin, Thresholding for hange detetion, Computer Vision and Image Understand-ing 86 (2002) 79�95.[4℄ T. Aah, A. Kaup, Bayesian algorithms for hange detetion in image sequenes usingMarkov random �elds, Signal Proessing: Image Communiation 7 (2) (1995) 147�160.[5℄ P. Pérez, C. Hue, J. Vermaak, M. Gangnet, Color-based probabilisti traking, in: Eur.Conf. on Computer Vision, ECCV'2002, LNCS 2350, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2002, pp.661�675.[6℄ E. Arnaud, E. Mémin, B. Cernushi-Frias, Conditional �lters for image sequene basedtraking - appliation to point traking, IEEE Trans. on Image Proessing 14 (1) (2005)63�79.[7℄ R. Venkatesh Babu, P. Pérez, P. Bouthemy, Kernel-based robust traking for objetsundergoing olusion, in: Pro. Asian Conf. on Comp. Vision (ACCV'06), Hyderabad,India, 2006.[8℄ A. Desolneux, L. Moisan, J. Morel, A grouping priniple and four appliations, IEEETransations on Pattern Analysis and Mahine Intelligene 25 (4) (2003) 508�513.
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Figure 1: Loal motion measurements and orresponding data points in the grouping spae. Toprow : loal motion measurements omputed for 3 suessive frames. Bottom row : Correspondingdata points (xref, v) in the grouping spae. The veloity v is represented with polar oordinates
v = (rv, θv) .
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24 Veit, Cao & Bouthemy

Figure 2: Left image : three moving objets are pereptible, in the left lane a white van, in theright lane a white van and a gray truk. Middle and right plots : two-dimensional projetions offour-dimensional ouples (xref, v), olumn vs. line of the initial position and veloity diretion vs.veloity magnitude. The three moving objets form three distintive lusters in R
4 (plotted withdi�erent grey levels). Elements belonging to the stati bakground appear as a large elongatedluster with almost zero veloity magnitude and no distint diretion.

Figure 3: Moving texture of sea-waves. In this �rst sequene motion measurements aresupposed to follow the bakground model. The absene of oherent motion is obvious. The100 images of the sequenes are proessed as bathes of 10 frames. As expeted, no lusteris deteted, all data points are lassi�ed as outliers.
INRIA
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Figure 4: Clustering results on two di�erent sets of data points extrated from 10 frames of thehighway sequene (Fig. 2). The four-dimensional motion parameter spae is represented by thetwo two-dimensional subspaes orresponding to initial position (left olumn) and displaementmagnitude and orientation (right olumn). First row, all SIFT desriptors. Seond row, movingSIFT desriptors only (f. Setion 3). The on�dene levels − log(NFA) of eah deteted groupappear in the legend on the right. The three moving objets are deteted.
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Figure 5: Clustering results on two di�erent sets of data points extrated from 10 frames of thehighway sequene (f. Figure 2). The four-dimensional motion parameter spae is represented bythe two two-dimensional subspaes orresponding to initial position (left olumn) and displaementmagnitude and orientation (right olumn). First row, all SIPLL. Seond row, moving SIPLL only.The lusters orresponding to the three moving objets are deteted. Using moving SIPLL, evena fourth objet is extrated. It orresponds to the ar in the bakground of the left lane whih ishardly pereptible and di�ult to desribe using features. The on�dene levels − log(NFA) of thedeteted groups appear in the legend on the right.
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Figure 6: First row: �rst (t=1) and last (t=10) input frames. In the left image, the blak retanglesdelineate the regions assoiated to the lusters when grouping moving SIFT desriptors. In the rightimage, the regions extrated in the referene frame (�rst frame) are simply moved aording to themean motion of the luster points. The seond row presents the two-dimensional projetions of thefour-dimensional motion spae when onsidering all the SIFT desriptors of eah image. The thirdrow ontains the lustering results when onsidering only moving SIFT desriptors. Results withthese two options are similar. Clustering only the moving features (third row) is of ourse faster.The on�dene levels − log(NFA) of the deteted groups appear in the legend on the right.
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Figure 7: Street sequene : Frame 1, 10 and 20. In frame 1, retangles orrespond the regionsassoiated to eah luster. For frames 10 and 20, the regions are shifted aording to the meanmotion omputed from eah luster. This motion estimation is qualitatively satisfying sine theretangles follow the real motion of the objets. The on�dene levels (− log(NFA)) range from 2for small slowly moving objets to 50 for the ar.
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Figure 8: Coastguard sequene. Results on two segments of �ve frames at two di�erenttime instants. Both ships are deteted aurately and with high on�dene. Loal motionmeasurements on the water and on the wake of the smaller boat are rejeted as outliers.
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Figure 9: Pedestrian sequene. Loal motion measurements are aumulated on 10 suessiveframes. The pedestrian is deteted as a oherent moving region. The osillating motion ofthe twigs of the tree and of the bushes is not deteted as oherent over time
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Figure 10: Pedestrian sequene. The pedestrian is now partially oluded. However, su�-ient evidene for oherent motion is still available. The on�dene in the detetion dereasesfrom −log10(NFA) = 168 without olusion to −log10(NFA) = 24 when the pedestrian ispartially oluded by twigs.
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Figure 11: Car sequene. The ar is oluded by the signpost. The ar is never visible in itswhole. Loal motion measurements are omputed from 30 suessive frames. Our oherentmotion detetion method enables to group motion measurements orresponding to the frontand to the bak of the ar, thus, obtaining a omplete desription of the ar trajetory.
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Figure 12: Pedestrians rossing sequene. One pedestrian gets ompletely oluded byanother. The amera is hand held and is traking the further pedestrian. Loal mo-tion measurements are omputed from 15 suessive frames. Two lusters orrespondingto the two pedestrians are deteted with very high on�dene, −log10(NFA) = 154 and
−log10(NFA) = 253.
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